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This paper is concerned with the linear delay partial difference equation

Am, ZpiAm-ki,n-li-- qjAm+.,n+aj,
i:1 j:l

where Pi and q) are r r matrices, Am, (am,n, am, n,...,am, n)T, ki, li, 7-j and aj are
nonnegative integers, u and v are positive integers. Sufficient and necessary conditions for
all solutions of this equation to be oscillatory componentwise are obtained.
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1 INTRODUCTION

We consider the linear partial difference equation

Am, n ZpiAm-ki, n-li + qjAm+5.,n+aj,
i=1 j=l

m,n 0, 1,..., (1.1)

where Pi and qj are r x r matrices, Am,n- (alm, n,

a2 n)T, ki, li, 7-j, ENo, i-- 2, ,u,j--m,n’’’" am, crj

1,2,...,v, Nt-{t,t+ 1,...}, u and v are positive
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integers. By a solution of (1.1) we mean a sequence
{Am, n} of Am, n ERr, which satisfies (1.1) for
m,nNo.
A sequence of real numbers {a,n} is said to

are not all eventuallyoscillate if the terms am, n

positive or eventually negative. Let {Am, n} be a

solution of (1.1) with Am, n (aim, n,..., ar,n)T for
m, n No. We say that the solution {Am, n} oscillates
componentwise if each component {a,,} oscil-
lates. Otherwise the solution {Am, n} is called
nonoscillatory. Therefore a solution of (1.1) is
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nonoscillatory if it has a component {am, } which
is eventually positive or eventually negative.
The solution {Am, n} of (1.1) is said to be proper,

if there exist positive numbers M, a and/3 such that

Proof The proof of "only if" is simple. Suppose
to the contrary, let (A0, #0) be a positive root of
(2.1), then there would be a nonzero vector ff R
such that

]lAm,ll _< M/3, for m,n No. (1.2)

In the following, we will show the sufficient con-
ditions for all solutions to be proper for the linear
difference system

Am, n piAm-ki, n-6. (1.3)
i=1

Set k max ki, 1-- max li, 1,2,..., u, f N-k x
N-I\No x No. Given a function @,j defined on ft, it
is easy to construct by induction a double sequence
{Ai, j} which equals @,j on f and satisfies (1.1) on
No x No. It is not difficult to prove that if the initial
data bm, n satisfy (1.2) on f, then the corresponding
solution of (1.3) is proper. Similarly, we can find
some conditions to guarantee that every solution of
(1.1) to be proper.

Partial difference equations have been posed
from various practical problems [3] and numerical
analysis of partial differential equations [4].
Some sufficient conditions for all solutions of

certain scalar partial difference equations to be
oscillatory have been obtained in [1,2,5-8].
The purpose of this paper is to derive a sufficient

and necessary condition for all proper solutions of
(1.1) to be oscillatory componentwise.

SUFFICIENT AND NECESSARY
CONDITIONS FOR OSCILLATIONS
OF (.)

THEOREM 2.1 Every proper solution {Am, n} of
(1.1) oscillates componentwise if and only if its

characteristic equation

det pi,-ki[-li I + qj,[zr 0
k,i=l j--1

(2.1)

has no positive roots.

"=

p ,k - I-+- vq’o #o O, (2.2)

which implies that Am, n-/krlZ is a proper
solution of (1.1) with at least one nonoscillatory
component, which is a contradiction.
The proof of "if" uses the z-transform. Assume

that (2.1) has no positive roots and (1.1) has a

proper solution {Am, n} with at least one nonoscil-
latory component. Without loss of generality, we
assume that {am,n} is eventually positive. As (1.1) is

autonomous, we may assume that a >0 form,
m,n N0. For the proper solution {Am, n}, the
z-transform

z(Am,,) Z Am, nz-{mzn F(Zl’Z2) (2.3)

exists for Izl > a > 0, Iz2l > > o. By taking the
z-transform of both sides of (1.1) and using some
formulas of the z-transform [6,7], we obtain

dp(z,zz)F(z,,z2) b(z,z2),

where

u- 2-kiz-li . ojq(Z1, Z2) 2.Pi 2 -[- qjz z2 I,
i=1 j=0

(Zl, z2) qjz z2 Am, nz-(mz-n
j=l m=0n=0

-+- Z mm, nz-(m2n
n=0m=0

Z Am’nz-{mz-fn
m=0 n=0

By the condition, det (Zl, Z2) # 0, for z Z2

(0, 00)2. Let F1 (zl, Z2) be the z-transform of the first

component {am,} of the solution {Am, n} and let b
be the modulus of the largest zero of det b(Zl, z2).
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Then by Cramer’s rule, for [Zl[ > max{c, b}, 1221
max{/3, b},

COROLLARY 2.1 Every proper solution of (2.6)
oscillates if and only if the characteristic equation

det qS(Zl, z2) F1 (Zl, z2) det D(zl,ze), (2.4)

where D(zl,z2) has components of q(Z1,Z2) and
(zl, z2) as its entries and

i=1 j=l

has no positive roots.

a -"
m, nZ1 22

m,n=O

Let

w (z, ze) F1 am, nzlrnz2n,
m,n-----O

(2.5)

which is a power series with positive coefficients
having radius of convergence, pi, i- 1,2. Hence

l)det Z’2 w(z’z2)-detD

for IZil < Pi, 1,2. It is known that a power series
with positive coefficients having radius of conver-
gence pi, 1,2, has a singularity at zi pi, 1, 2.
By condition qS(z, z2) 0, for (z, z2) (0, o) x
(0, oc). Thus c/5(1/p, 1/p2)-0, and hence

From Corollary 2.1 we can derive explicit condi-
tions for every solution of some special equations
to be oscillatory.

Consider the linear difference equation

qlAm+ l,n + q2Am, n+ pAm, n

-[-- EpiAm_ki, n_li O,
i=1

(2.8)

where q, q2, p and pi, i- 1,2,..., u, are positive.
The characteristic equation of (2.8) is

qS(A, I) ql A + q21z -P + ZPiA-kil-ti O.
i=1

(2.9)

COROLLARY 2.2
oscillatory, if

Every proper solution of (2.8) is

Wl(Z:,Z:) qS(1 Iz, 1/z2)

is analytic in the region [Z1--DI[ <dl and IZ2--P2[ <
d2, where dl and d2 are positive, which contradicts
the singularity of Wl(Zl,ZZ) at zi-pi, i-1,2.
Therefore we must have Pi- Cx3, i--1,2; i.e. (2.4)
holds for Izil >0, i-1 2, which leads to a -0rn, n
for all large rn and n. Otherwise, for any fixed large
numbers M and N, the left-hand side of (2.4) has
the nonzero term bm, nz-{mzn, where m_> M and
n >_ N. But the right-hand side of (2.4) has no such
term. This contradiction proves Theorem 2.1.

For the scalar linear difference equation

am, n piam-ki, n-li-+- qjam+rj.,n+aj, (2.6)
i=1 j=l

we have the following result.

u
ql q2Pi (li + ki + 1)li+ki+l ki li

pli+ki+ lkikil/i
> 1. (2.1if)

Proof By Corollary 2.1, it is sufficient to prove
that under condition (2.10) the characteristic
equation (2.9) has no positive roots. It is obvious
that if ql A + qzlz-p >_ O, then (2.9) has no positive
roots. For the case that ql A + q#-p < 0, we write

4(, #) in the form

qS(A, #) (p qlA q2#)

A-ki]j,-li .x -1 q-Pi
i= P ql A q21z/]

Set

f(, #)
p qA- q21
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It is easy to find that f(A, #) reaches its minimum
value at

pki pl
Ao (ki + li + 1)q lZ (ki-t- li + 1)q2

Hence,

;ki + li + ki li + k" liq ’q2
min f A, lz)

pli + ki + kiki l/iO<qlA+qz#<p

Hence, for 0 < ql + q2/ < p, we have

which implies that (2.9) has no positive roots. By
Corollary 2.1, every solution of (2.8) oscillates.
For u=l, (2.10) is not only sufficient but

also necessary for every solution of (2.8) to be
oscillatory.

COROLLARY 2.3 Every solution of the equation

qlAm+ 1,n -+- q2Am, n+ pAm, n -+- plAm-k,n-! 0

oscillates if and only if

(k+l+l)c+l+1 k
ql q2

pl p+k+ kl > 1. (2.12)

Proof To prove this theorem it is sufficient to
prove that if (2.12) does not hold, then (2.11)
has a positive solution. In fact, the characteristic
equation of (2.11) is

()(A,l) qlA -+- q21t --p +plA-klz-l o. (2.13)

Obviously,

p(k+l) pl
b (k + l+ 1)ql’ (k-t- 1-+- 1)q2 > 0

and

pk pl )q5
(k+l+l)ql’ (k+Z+l)q2

P (-1 -t-pl
k+l+l

(k + + 1)+’+ ’qlq2)p++lk/z
< O.

Since qS(, #) is continuous, then there exist

pk p(k+l) )o (k + + )q’ (k + + )q

and

pl
/zo (k -q- l+ 1)q2

such that q(A0, #0) 0. By Corollary 2.1, (2.11)
has a positive solution. The proof is complete.

Remark 2.1 Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3 include the
main results in [6,7].
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